Avocor: Connection through collaboration
Avocor enables organizations to connect and collaborate together more efficiently, creating solutions for every way teams want to work.

Our brand values

We are “different by design”
We think about what teams need to stay connected to collaborate, to create, to communicate, and then design solutions that enable teams to seamlessly do just that.

Solutions that work with everything
From Google Meet to Zoom, RingCentral and Teams, range of displays enable users to host video meetings, use whiteboards and share your content through any software provider.

Created in partnership with market leaders
To ensure a robust, seamless solution that works instantly and intuitively. We design and test solutions with leading collaboration brands such as HP/Poly, Logitech and others to ensure that your hardware will never slow you down.

We are passionate about collaboration
Every day we work toward one goal: making collaboration better. And we only create solutions that enhance how teams can work together.

Our solutions enable meeting equity
Our solutions create meeting equity for everyone, regardless of where they are accessing the meeting from, so that everyone can hear and see content clearly and enjoy the benefits of team collaboration.
Where sleek design meets no compromise performance

The G Series comprises beautifully sleek design with a precise inking and annotation experience featuring stunning brightness to deliver a high-performing environment that’s ideal for group collaboration.

Any type of meeting
Works with any UC software, including Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Zoom and RingCentral.

Seamless with any type of hardware
For successful meetings every time, Avocor’s G Series works with all UC hardware and has been designed to increase the usable area within a display without altering the ideal height of the 16:9 displays. This expansive new width helps users to have a more immersive meeting experience, enabling them to showcase several application windows at once, enabling them to present and interact with more content simultaneously.

The non-touch display option has been designed for enhanced Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR), making it perfect for Front Row, while the touch display option is the ideal solution for interactive meetings and training.

The echelon of performance
Immersive 4K images and audio, precise inking, stunning brightness, zero-compromise performance.

FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities

Unique 21:9 aspect ratio for increased usable area, all on a 105" display.
Stunning 5K resolution for crisp image detail and annotation accuracy.
Bezel-less edge-to-edge glass with a sleek design, with the interactive variation supporting 40 points of touch with PCAP technology.
Built-in sensors to capture room data, providing analytics for future decisions.
Touch-enabled user interface that quickly allows users to join meetings or whiteboarding sessions.
Intel OPS slot that allows for a dedicated device to be connected to the display.
FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities


The L series, featuring a beautifully sleek design that enhances every meeting space, has been designed to increase the workable area within a display without altering the ideal height of the 16:9 displays. This expansive new width helps users to have a more immersive meeting experience, enabling them to showcase several application windows at once, enabling them to present and interact with more content simultaneously.

The non-touch display option has been designed for enhanced Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR), making it perfect for Front Row, while the touch display option is the ideal solution for interactive meetings and training.

Any type of meeting
Works with any UC software, including Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Zoom and RingCentral.

Seamless with any type of hardware
For successful meetings every time, Avocor’s L Series works with all UC hardware and has been designed to increase the workable area within a display without altering the ideal height of the 16:9 displays. This expansive new width helps users to have a more immersive meeting experience, enabling them to showcase several application windows at once, enabling them to present and interact with more content simultaneously.

The echelon of performance
Immersive 4K images and audio, precise inking, stunning brightness, zero-compromise performance.

FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities

Unique 21:9 aspect ratio for increased usable area, all on a 105" display.
Stunning 5K resolution for crisp image detail and annotation accuracy.
Bezel-less edge-to-edge glass with a sleek design, with the interactive variation supporting 40 points of touch with PCAP technology.
Built-in sensors to capture room data, providing analytics for future decisions.
Touch-enabled user interface that quickly allows users to join meetings or whiteboarding sessions.
Intel OPS slot that allows for a dedicated device to be connected to the display.
FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities

Immerse yourself with Ultrawide 21:9 displays from Avocor


The L series, featuring a beautifully sleek design that enhances every meeting space, has been designed to increase the workable area within a display without altering the ideal height of the 16:9 displays. This expansive new width helps users to have a more immersive meeting experience, enabling them to showcase several application windows at once, enabling them to present and interact with more content simultaneously.

The non-touch display option has been designed for enhanced Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR), making it perfect for Front Row, while the touch display option is the ideal solution for interactive meetings and training.

Any type of meeting
Works with any UC software, including Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Zoom and RingCentral.

Seamless with any type of hardware
For successful meetings every time, Avocor’s L Series works with all UC hardware and has been designed to increase the workable area within a display without altering the ideal height of the 16:9 displays. This expansive new width helps users to have a more immersive meeting experience, enabling them to showcase several application windows at once, enabling them to present and interact with more content simultaneously.

The echelon of performance
Immersive 4K images and audio, precise inking, stunning brightness, zero-compromise performance.

FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities

Unique 21:9 aspect ratio for increased usable area, all on a 105" display.
Stunning 5K resolution for crisp image detail and annotation accuracy.
Bezel-less edge-to-edge glass with a sleek design, with the interactive variation supporting 40 points of touch with PCAP technology.
Built-in sensors to capture room data, providing analytics for future decisions.
Touch-enabled user interface that quickly allows users to join meetings or whiteboarding sessions.
Intel OPS slot that allows for a dedicated device to be connected to the display.
FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities

Immerse yourself with Ultrawide 21:9 displays from Avocor
The AVW-555 is Avocor’s all-in-one display designed for smaller meeting rooms and huddle spaces. This 55” interactive display combines an integrated, conference-ready video camera together with a beamforming microphone array and soundbar that optimized for all UC platforms, including Microsoft Teams, RingCentral and Zoom. It enables teams to start meetings quickly and easily, without the need for third-party peripherals, for an instant video collaboration environment.

The Avocor AVW-555 is Microsoft Azure certified, with IoT sensors connected to the Azure platform, providing useful business intelligence on meeting space, room usage and environmental data, including presence detection, room temperature, humidity, and light conditions, can all be reported contributing to space users’ well-being.

Created in partnership with Logitech, Avocor CollabTouch delivers an exceptional interactive experience for all your meeting spaces, delivering the broadest available platform choice for users via Zoom Rooms, Microsoft Teams and RingCentral.

CollabTouch removes the barriers of poor video collaboration, enabling everyone attending the meeting to experience crystal-clear audio and video via a single power cable for a quick and easy installation experience.

Avocor CollabTouch is easily scalable to meet the changing needs of organizations.

Utilizing Logitech’s management application - Logitech Sync - CollabTouch is easily scalable to meet the changing needs of organizations.

FUSE remote management

Available with Logitech Rally Bar or Rally Bar Mini options with custom-made camera mount.

Due to the modular configurations of Avocor CollabTouch solutions, the life of each component is not limited to a single device and can be repurposed to extend the life of your investment.

Unlike other all-in-one solutions, CollabTouch offers a range of sizes to suit every meeting space or budget.
The F series from Avocor comprises a beautifully sleek, lightweight design with next-generation InGlass touch technology to create a range of touchscreens that deliver a smooth, accurate pixel-perfect inking and touch. A precision powerhouse that is ideal for collaboration environments, the F series provides seamless integration with 3rd party platforms for leading UCC brands such as Logitech, Crestron, Zoom and Microsoft.

InGlass touch technology for pin-point accuracy during annotations.
Optically bonded 4K display delivers Ultra-High Definition.
Front-facing soundbar module for crystal-clear audio.
Active microphone array to allow the display to connect with UC devices.
Optimized for Windows 10 with edge swipe functionality.
Advanced front-of-display control bar that includes a dedicated wireless sharing button.
Available in 65”, 75” and 86” sizes to suit every space.
Object recognition recognizes the size of the object touching it, quickly differentiating between pen, finger and palm.

Featuring optically bonded glass into a 4K IR display, the Avocor E series delivers fantastic performance for exceptional value.

The E series displays utilize the very latest optimized touch technology and superior glass technology providing a smooth and extremely accurate, low latency writing experience as well as object recognition. The ability to easily switch between using a pen, finger, and palm create for a fluid collaborative environment for users in real-time and introduces Avocor’s UIQ touch enabled interface.

Avocor UIQ is a dynamic user interface with touch menu that allows for remote control free usage.
Over-the-air (OTA) firmware update capability.
Pixel-perfect experience with zero parallax between the glass and the display.
Small group collaboration is easy with 20 points of ultra-fast touch.
Fine-tip passive pen delivers a superb pen performance when inking and writing.
Object recognition recognizes the size of the object touching it, quickly differentiating between pen, finger and palm.
Available in 55”, 65”, 75” and 86” to suit every space, including personal or home offices.
FUSE remote management
Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities.
Avocor GroupShare is a subscription-based software designed to enhance your Avocor interactive experience. Entering a meeting room with different setups and configurations can be daunting. Meetings take longer to start, and content is difficult to share. Avocor GroupShare overcomes the challenges of those working in hybrid meeting spaces by providing a one-touch control interface for a consistent in-room experience. With GroupShare you can ensure these shared meeting spaces remain secure and flexible.

Customize GroupShare with your favourite productivity apps and URLs for one-touch launch from the display.

Built for hybrid working, GroupShare works with all leading UC platforms including Microsoft Teams, Zoom and RingCentral.

Built-in security options remove cached data, close applications, and clean up the device for the next meeting.

Keep the meeting room device secure using Kiosk Mode and prevent unwanted access to the Windows 10 system.

GroupShare features an integrated room calendar that allows users to see every meeting scheduled in the room for that day, enabling quick and easy meeting management.

Wirelessly share any device to the display with Montage.

Avocor GroupShare for Microsoft 365 comes preconfigured for Enterprise customers. Users are able to sign in to their personal Microsoft 365 accounts via a QR code on the display. Simply scan to gain access to personal calendars and Microsoft OneDrive, allowing users to launch meetings and content quickly and securely.

FUSE is a free cloud-based software management platform that enables IT/AV and Facilities teams to remotely deploy, configure and manage Avocor solutions at scale, from anywhere in the world. FUSE dramatically improves efficiencies and reduces overheads.

FUSE also facilitates support of Avocor devices through automated ticket creation when devices stop reporting or fall outside of customizable parameters.

The 5 benefits of FUSE

- **Configure** - The FUSE software enables teams to configure their device estate and organize products into spaces as they appear in the real world (location, spaces etc.), this enables IT departments to efficiently manage the lifecycle of their Avocor estate.
- **Manage** - FUSE allows IT teams to manage multiple Avocor products from a single view at scale, either over WiFi or Wired connection, reducing local IT support overheads and improving efficiencies.
- **Support** - FUSE allows remote support of any Avocor device and initiates firmware updates instantly.
- **Integrate** - FUSE integrates with many premier cloud-based platforms including Zoom, MS Teams, Slack, Salesforce and Monday.com.
- **Analyze** - FUSE collects key data regarding usage and enables CTOs to analyze this data to make strategic decisions around future meeting space requirements.
Avocor Gen 10 OPS PC’s

Introducing the 10th Generation Intel® Core™ OPC PCs available with either an i5 or i7 Processor. The Intel® Open Pluggable Specification (OPS) PC is designed to turn your Avocor interactive display into a large format, all-in-one touch PC.

- Intel™ Core™ processor at the heart
- 256GB SSD storage
- 8GB DDR RAM
- Stunning 4K resolution
- Windows 10 Pro operating system
- Easy installation and maintenance

Complement your displays with sustainable accessories and extended warranties from Avocor

Avocor only recommends Clean & Protect as the tested and proven cleaning solution for all Avocor displays

- Non-damaging ingredients
- Disinfects and eliminates common germs
- No harsh chemicals, ammonia-free solution
- Allergen free
- Dual-textured clean & polish cloth

Austere Clean & Protect

Austere Clean & Protect is perfectly formulated for not only your Avocor display but also to clean everything in the conference room. Austere’s carefully selected gentle blend of cleaning ingredients produces an anti-bacterial, ammonia-free solution that will eradicate germs and eliminate static build-up harmful to your electronics. The aDesign applicator sprays the unscented, fine mist evenly and is designed to prevent screen streaks and fingerprints. To simplify the cleaning process, a dual-textured cloth has been included to remove dust and provide a heightened cleaning experience.

Protect your investment

Allow Avocor to support you and your investment for a longer period of time with our extended warranty options. Avocor offers a 2-year extended warranty option to ensure the protection of your high-value asset and productivity tool, meaning you don’t have to worry about your collaboration solutions for up to 5 years.